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Abstract

This paper constructs a simplified framework for analyzing the wel-
fare effects of free trade areas. We provide an alternative proof of the
Panagariya-Krishna proposition on free trade areas, shortening the proof,
covering a broader set of circumstances, and showing that the necessary
income flows to guarantee welfare gains to all members are paid out of
each country’s own tariff revenues. The paper provides a close parallel to
the important Kemp and Wan custom union theory.
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1 Introduction

Panagariya and Krishna (2002) have performed a great service to the economics
profession, indeed to any country considering a free trade area (FTA), by showing
that rules of origin can be chosen to support necessarily welfare-enhancing forma-
tion of free trade areas. Their contribution does for FTAs what Kemp and Wan
(1976) did for customs unions twenty six years earlier. For decades, economists
worried about their inability to guarantee that customs union or free trade area
formation would lead to welfare gains for all countries involved. Kemp and Wan
(1976) showed that the appropriate selection of a common external tariff guar-
anteed that an associated Pareto superior equilibrium would exist for customs
union members. Grinols (1981, 1984) (see also Kowalczyk and Sjostrom (2000))
showed how to compute the cross country payments that were necessary and
sufficient to support the Pareto improvement in the sense that such payments
were always feasible and sufficient to support a Pareto improving equilibrium,
and in some cases were the only payments that could do so.

Free trade areas, in which member countries are free to set external tariffs in-
dependently, are politically attractive compared to customs unions which require
members to agree to a common external tariff. As described in Panagariya and
Krishna (2002), the inability of Kemp and Wan’s methodology to apply to free
trade areas was a great disappointment. There the matter rested for a quarter
century.

However, just as the key to guaranteeing welfare gains for customs unions de-
pends on appropriately selecting the common external tariff, the key to supporting
welfare-enhancing free trade areas is selecting the rules of origin appropriately.
Member country external tariffs can vary by country, as long as they are selected
to induce the same external trade flows for the member country with non-union
members that initially prevailed, a mild condition likely to be palatable both to
the FTA member and to its trading partners. As is often the case with pio-
neering papers, however, the original demonstrations and proof can be greatly
simplified. This paper therefore provides an alternative, abridged, proof of the
Panagariya-Krishna proposition in the hope of making this important result both
more transparent and accessible to a wider audience.
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2 Model

2.1 Notation

Consider an FTA formed from two countries, a home country and a foreign
country which we index by H and F, respectively. The rest of the world is
indexed by W. Government intervention in both economies consists of applying
duties on imports and exports. These may vary by country. We assume that
each country H and F selects its tariffs in conjunction with formation of the FTA
to freeze its external trade with country W at the pre-FTA level.

Following standard general equilibrium practice, we characterize goods both
by their description and location. We do not need to make any prior distinctions
between inputs and outputs: all goods may be used as inputs in the production of
other goods as well as enter utility as final consumption. Each country produces
K types of goods. Some of a country’s output may be consumed at home and
some transported to other locations. Changing a good’s location converts it into
a different commodity. Goods produced in country H and consumed in country
F, for example, have prices p

HF
εRK

+ that generally differ from goods produced
in country F and consumed in country F, p

FF
εRK

+ . Grouping by country of final
destination, the 9K × 1 vector of prices satisfies
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where pW is the vector of world prices, t is the vector of FTA tariffs, and tijεR
K is

the vector of tariffs applied to goods originating in country i and whose location
of final use is country j. Country H selects tariffs t

WH
and t

HW
while country F

selects tariffs t
WF

and t
FW

.
Identifying goods by location as well as type is fully general, allowing for

special cases as dictated by the production and transportation technology and
equilibrium. For example, if oil produced in Norway “a” and Kuwait “b” and
consumed in the US “c” should happen to be perfect substitutes, then the prices
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of these goods will be the same poil,ac = poil,bc and Norwegian and Kuwaiti oil
will enter utility as the sum oilac + oilbc.

We are also able to track the effects of different tariffs by FTA members. A
good of type k produced in the rest of the world and consumed in FTA country
H has price p

kWH
which differs from the world price by country H’s tariff on

imports of good k from country W. The 9K × 1 vector of producer prices in
FTA countries is given by q. Since tariffs are the only tax, internal producer and
consumer prices are the same p = q.

Country i’s net production vector is yiεR9K . A positive coordinate in yi is an
output and a negative element is an input. The external trade vector is denoted
by ziεR9K . A positive element of zi is an imported good and a negative element
is an exported good. Endowments are denoted by ωiεR9K . Many coordinates of
the vectors xi, yi, ωi and zi will be zero. For example, external trade in goods
produced and consumed in the same country is zero, zii = 0 ε RK.

2.2 Rules of Origin

Equilibrium prices must be consistent with production technology, including trans-
portation technology, which is a form of production. Panagariya and Krishna’s
rules of origin eliminate inconsistencies.

Assumption 1 A good or service may enter duty free into one FTA country from
the other if and only if it contains strictly positive value added of the sending FTA
country. If the good is “new” (neither produced nor consumed in the pre-FTA
equilibrium), it may pass duty free into one FTA country from the other if and
only if it contains 100 percent value added of the sending FTA country.

Following Panagariya-Krishna, also assume that FTA members choose their
tariff to freeze their trade with country W, that perfect competition prevails, and
that there is an optimizing representative consumer in countries H and F.

Assumption 2 FTA countries choose tariffs so that their post-FTA trade with
the rest of the world (country W) is unchanged from the pre-FTA level.

Assumption 3 Perfect competition prevails.

Assumption 4 The representative consumer in each country maximizes utility
subject to his budget constraint.
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We are ready to analyze the welfare consequences of FTA formation. Before
doing so, however, let us use our labelling to verify with an example that the
rules of origin and choice of tariffs allow prices to vary appropriately. For example,
assume that rugs are produced in one or more countries, and that some or all
countries can mimic the rug types of some or all other countries. Assume that
rugs are transported costlessly. A produced rug contains positive value added of
the producing country. Thus, a Persian rug consumed in FTA countries H or F
could have several prices depending on its origin. It could have price:

I. q
Persian,HH

if produced in country H,

II. q
Persian,FF

if produced in country F,

III. pW
Persian,WW

+ t
Persian,WH

if produced in country W, imported by H,

IV. pW
Persian,WW

+ t
Persian,WF

if produced in country W, imported by F.
How do we know these prices are consistent in equilibrium? First, recall that

the tariffs (or trade subsidies) in H and F are set so that each trades with W the
same quantity of rugs as before FTA formation. Since the rules of origin prevent
Persian rugs from being imported from W and sent duty free to the other FTA
member, prices described in III and IV do not need to be equal. Rules of origin,
however, allow producers in the FTA to sell their product in the FTA unified
market at the location of highest price, thus

q
Persian,HH

= q
Persian,FF

= pW
Persian,WW

+ Max[t
Persian,WH

, t
Persian,WF

]

is the implied relation between prices that is consistent and is supported by the
rules of origin in equilibrium. Nonzero transportation costs can be accommodated
if desired.1

3 Welfare Analysis

Let superscript 0 refer the ex ante (pre-FTA) situation and superscript 1 to the
ex post (post-FTA) situation.

1q
P ersian,HH

+ gHF = q
P ersian,F F

+ gFH = pW
P ersian,W W

+ Max[t
P ersian,W H

+
gWH , tP ersian,W F + gWF ] where gij is the cost of transporting one unit of the good from
country i to country j. Note that transportation costs are zero if no trade flows exist in the
direction of the stated transportation cost.
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Proposition 1 (Panagariya and Krishna) Let countries H and F form a free
trade area satisfying assumptions 1-4. Then, if transfers between members are
allowed the free trade area is welfare enhancing to both.

Proof: Let ui0, ui1, ei (p1, ui1) be pre-FTA utility, post-FTA utility, and the
expenditure function for FTA member i in the post-FTA situation, respectively.
The change in welfare upon FTA formation for member i is:

∆W i = ei(p1, ui1) − ei
(
p1, ui0

)
= Si

C + Si
P + Si

T (1)

where Si
C = p1 ·xi0−ei (p1, ui0), Si

P = q1 · (yi1 − yi0), Si
T = p1 · (zi1 − zi0), and

the identities ei(p1, ui1) = p1·xi1 = p1·yi1+p1·wi+p1·zi1 and xi0 = yi0+wi+zi0

were used in deriving (1).
Si

P ≥ 0, Si
C ≥ 0 by assumptions 3 and 4, respectively. Thus,

∆W H + ∆W F ≥ SH
T + SF

T = p1 ·
[(

zH1 − zH0
)

+
(
zF1 − zF0

)]
= 0

and the result follows. �
The last equality derives from the three facts that the trade of a good pro-

duced and consumed in the same country is zero, the export of one member
corresponds to the import of the other for goods traded between FTA members,
and trade between country W and an FTA member is frozen. The key to the
result is the use of terms Si

C and Si
P , which codify the implications of consumer

and producer optimization, respectively, for welfare changes. Si
C ≥ 0 because

an optimizing consumer selects the least costly consumption bundle to provide
utility ui0. Its cost must necessarily be less than or equal to the cost of bundle
xi0, which also generates utility ui0. Similarly, Si

P ≥ 0 because firms maximize
profits, implying q1 · yi1 ≥ q1 · yi for any feasible yi including yi0.

We note a number of advantages to our approach. First, the proof is simple.
Second, defining goods by location allows us to easily include transportation cost
considerations as exemplified in section 2. Third, the framework is robust to the
inclusion of factors of production in the utility function—any factor may have
inelastic supply or not—and to the existence of non-tradable goods. Fourth, the
coverage of intermediate goods in the analysis does not require special treatment
since any commodity can be used as a final or as an intermediate good.2 Fifth,

2Panagariya and Krishna’s original treatment disregards transportation cost considerations.
Allowing factors of production in the utility function requires that their equation (2) be rewrit-
ten as a function of firms’ profits and tariff revenues. Since goods are homogenous, the
inclusion of non-tradables would imply that producer prices among FTA members could vary,
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the simplicity of the framework allows additional issues to be addressed and the
result to be placed in context of other known results. The next section provides
two examples.

4 Two Comments: Self-financing Transfers, More
Gains in Move to Customs Unions

If we presume that each nation is entitled to keep the tariff revenues it collects
on trade flows entering its own borders, then there is no need of further cross-
country transfers.3 Assuming tariff retention, and using the fact that world prices
have been fixed, pW1 = pW0, the discussion of equation (1) implies

∆W H − SH
C − SH

P = (pW1 + t1) · zH1 − (pW0 + t1) · zH0

= T H1 − t1 · zH0

= T H1 − t1
WH

· zH0
WH

− t1
HW

· zH0
HW

= 0 (2)

where T H1stands for country H’s post-FTA tariff revenue and the last term
follows from the fact that trade with the non-FTA rest of the world, zH0

WH
= zH1

WH

and zH0
HW

= zH1
HW

, is fixed by selection of country H’s tariffs. SH
C and SH

P are
non-negative, as already explained, so country H welfare rises without need of
any other transfers. An identical analysis applies to country F.4

Proposition 1 is closely related to the Kemp-Wan result on customs unions
as follows. Replace assumptions 1 and 2 by

requiring a different proof. Consequently, Panagariya and Krishna sketch changes in section 4
to deal with intermediate goods. The framework here handles these matters automatically.

3To our knowledge, Feenstra (2002) was first to notice this fact. He describes the result as
saying that there is no need for cross-country transfers. This is technically true if one assigns
tariff revenues to the country of collection. In contrast, however, a customs union treats tariff
revenues as property of the union as a whole. The country or port of collection is immaterial.

4In a tariff distorted world economy, Kemp (2000) showed that the formation of an FTA
where members choose their tariffs to keep their joint trade flows with the rest of the world
constant is welfare enhancing. In this case the proof of proposition 1 remains correct. However,
cross country transfers might become necessary because a member might have tariff revenue
losses, and, in the absence of transfers, a loss in welfare. Algebrically, term T H1− t1

WH
·zH0

W H
−

t1
HW

· zH0
HW

in proposition 2 might be nonzero because the assumption that each member
chooses tariffs to keep its trade flows with the rest of the world constant is not satisfied.
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Assumption 5 Customs union countries choose common external tariffs so that
their post-FTA trade with the rest of the world (country W) is unchanged from
the pre-FTA level,

[(
zH1 + zF1) − (zH0 + zF0

)]
= 0.

Proposition 2 (Kemp and Wan) Let countries H and F form a customs union
satisfying assumptions 3, 4, 5. Then, if transfers between members are allowed
the customs union is welfare enhancing to both.

Proof: Change in welfare for member i upon union formation is given in (1).
Si

P ≥ 0, Si
C ≥ 0 by assumptions 3 and 4, respectively. Thus,

∆W H + ∆W F ≥ SH
T + SF

T = p1 ·
[(

zH1 − zH0
)

+
(
zF1 − zF0

)]
= 0

where the last equality follows from assumption 5.�
The similarity of the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2 is obvious. Since union

members have a common external tariff and there are no restrictions to trade
between member countries, prices I-IV in the example of section 2 are all equal,
and there is no need for rules of origin.

Since trade with respect to the rest of the world is frozen in both cases,
Proposition 2 shows that the move from an FTA to a customs union is welfare
enhancing. The reverse is not true, since a custom union already satisfies the
requirements of an FTA equilibrium.

5 Conclusion

Selecting FTA member tariffs to freeze each member’s trade flows with the
rest of the world, coupled with rules of origin that any good may move duty
free within the FTA if it contains internal value added, implies that the FTA is
necessarily welfare-enhancing. No cross country transfers are needed if countries
retain tariffs collected on the trade crossing their border. The proof in section 3
greatly shortens the proof provided by Panagariya and Krishna, covers a broader
set of circumstances, and provides a parallel to Kemp and Wan customs union
theory.
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